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A New York Times manga bestsellerJust when Kimihito thought his supernatural harem couldn't get

any bigger-along comes the strangest monster girl yet! She wears a long black coat, sports a

scythe, and has no head! Is she the Grim Reaper, or something worse?!
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Just when Kimihito thought he survivied his latest adventure, a wicked scythe is held to his throat -

at least until he turns around and sees a headless body searching for its missing head. He takes her

home and recruits the other girls to assist in locating the missing part, there he meets Lala the

Dullahan - a messenger of Death with a message that Kimihito is in mortal peril and his soul is to be

reaped. Can the girls save their beloved human from this new character? Then Kimihito realizes that

the food budget has been stressed and with Miia's cooking has no food left, how can he feed his

growing harem of monster cuties? Can the girls help with this, and did Smith-san forget another

important part of being a host family? Then the mail comes with a letter for Rachnea from her first

family who wants to bring her back, is the most debauched member of their family about to leave

their home or will Kimihito put his foot down? And what horrors wait for him when his first three

ladies announce that they are getting visitors from home?I LOVE THIS SERIES......It has been

non-stop entertainment, even when it gets serious. Major warning - Suu is on a rampage in this one,

so the Ecchii level has been upped again. I can not wait until August for the next volume to see what

happens next and if our poor hapless human can survive the next challenge. And now that the



anime has been announced, the fun has been expanded.

I just got into this manga (and INCOMING ANIME) this week... and I'm already hooked for life. It is

just so fun to read and laugh at the situations "Darling" is put through with these sexy and funny

extraspecies ladies... YOU HAVE TO BUY THIS!It is light hearted, so don't really expect any insane

complex world threatening plot or anything of that sort. However, it can lay claim to having a really

interesting lore and setting, with possible implied messages regarding acceptance of people with

special needs and different characteristics, rather putting good emphasis on the need to respect

and love these people just like any family member. Also, I KNEW THE CREATOR was from PIXIV,

this screams like something already cool that got so popular (rightfully so) that it evolved into manga

form, and in July 2015 will debut as an anime...Let's hope the anime isn't dumbed down or changed

completely from the manga.Final Verdict: BUY THIS, and the previous volumes. Already got the

next volume pre-ordered, I wish it was already available.

I just love this book series monster Museum I'm almost through volume 6. Waiting for volume 7 to

be release. These books is not for anyone who is under 16 it does got some nudity in it by you

mostly seed the top half of the monster girls. The bomb had usually covered with hair water. But I

teaching myself reading on this series and another series so I been teaching myself how to read

with the series give this a rating top rating of five star it's a five-star the whole series is so far not

hope it don't fall apart like the other one did. Because the first series was really good and then they

released a cartoon of it they stayed with the book pretty close on the first season. But after that it

went way off on in the left-field on the second season. And they the one seen in the one thing really

irks me about that cartoon series is when the vampire Gary sucks the guys blood they keep looking

at their system each other in the eyes and they keep saying the name back and forth and then all

sense she bites him that really irritates me. But they post the releasing a monster Museum cartoon

sometime this year on bite at the it to watch it.

I took a chance with this series when I picked up volume one and have never looked back! I really

love these stories. Funny, sexy and always an enjoyable plot. The first few pages of each book that

are in color are also very attractive. It would be nice if there was a spin off edition released which

was completely in color. (would that be like a monster swimsuit edition?? lol) Another thing that is

great about this series is wondering when another female,fanservice type version of any given

monster will make it's debut on Kimihito's doorstep.To be completely honest, if Monster Musume



were made into an anime series, it would be on my tv all the time! Imagine hearing the voices of

your favorite monster girls and watching Kimihito and company executing all of their antics! THAT is

something I would really like to see.Hmmm... to have Kimihito's problems :) Who would you

choose? Personally I would be torn between Rachnea and Suu.

Monster Musume continues to be a most enjoyable series. This volume sees a new lady in

Kimihito's home and the results have an interesting effect on Mero and her whole doomed romance

fixation. Suu, Polt and Kii all get chances to shine and when it appears that Rachnee might be

leaving, Kimihito shows why he is such a great guy and why the women of the house love him.

Finally, at the end of the book there is an ad with a strong suggestion that the MON Squad will be

playing a big role in Volume 7 along with a superb illustration of the group. Seven Seas would do

well to consider selling the picture as a poster. Monster Musume is proving to be a wonderful

ensemble comedy.
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